
LIOT!Nli\G JDCK KGI\.1\ 

Setting, Scope and Previous \'/ark 

In 1948 attention was first drDWn to the gcothcnml <1norr"~1y in 

the Animas Valley of New l'!Cxico ncrw biO\m as the Lightning Dock KGFA 

(fig. 27). Lightning Dock Mountain is one of the peaks of the Pyramid 
. 

Mountains, the range that borders the Anirr"'1S Valley on the eCJSt. TI11·ee 

shallow wells were drilled to provide water for stock in the semi -arid 

valley in 1948 and 1949. Each well Jut steam, boiling 1·1ater (101.5° C), 

and rhyolite at a. depth of about 27 m. Drilling ~ms halted in the 

rhyolite at less than 30 m total depth. The hot water is contained m 

5 to 10 m of alluvitnn above the rhyo1i te (Reeder, 195 7). Only one of 

the wells is still in use - 25.19. 7. 234 - as a domestic 1-J::tter st.11ply 

for the fmnily of Tom l'lcCMts. Table 5 presents selected chemical 

analyses of the water from this well. 

The wells arc nearly 5 km east of State Highway 338, a paved road 

that runs d01,n the center of the Animas Valley (fig. 27). Valley View 

OJ.urch, 7 km north of Cotton City, is located at the intersection with 

the private road that leads to HcCants' ranch. Lordsburg, the county 

seat and economic center of Hidalgo County, is roughly 40 km to the 

northeast via Highway 338 and Interstate Highway 10. 

Aside from the Valles Caldera, the Lightning Dock KGRI\ is the 

only identified hot-water convection system in New M:oxico 1-lith an 

indicated subsurface temperature in excess of 150°C. (Emmer and others, 

1975). All available geochemical geothcnnometry is included in 

table 6. 
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TABLE 5 

Selected chemical analyses of ground water in the Animas Valley, New Mexico 

HcCants' Ranch 

constituent 

K 
Na 
Ca 
Mg 

HC03 
so4 C1 

F 
· SiOz 
B ' 

Hardness 
as Caco3 (Ca,Mg) 

Dissolved 
solids 
@ 1S0°C 

Specific 
conductance 

25.19.7.234 

(after Reeder, 1957; and Summers, 1965) 

units concentration 

mg/1 21. 
mg/1 364. 
mg/1 22. 
mg/1 1.2 

mg/1 159. 
mg/1 476. 
mg/1 82. 

mg/1 11.3 
mg/1 138. 
ug/1 450. 

mg/1 58. 

mg/1 llOS. 

mmhos 1590. 
@ 25°C 

range 

19. - 24. 
0.7 - 1.5 

145. - 181. 
459. - 509. 
78. - 85. 

9.9 - 13. 
135. - 141. 

52. 66. 

1020. - 1160. 

1510. - 1660. 
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TABLE 6 

Selected geochemical geothermometers of ground 1\ater in the Animas Valley, New Mexico 

Geothermometer 

Na-K-Ca 

Na-K-Ca 

Si02 

Si02 

" Various chemical 
geothermometcrs'' 

McCants' Ranch 
25.19.7.234 

Estimated 
temperature 

> l70°C 

169°C 

, 170°c 

l56°C 

159-165°C 

Reference 

Swanberg, 197Sb 

Renner and others, 1975 

S1~nnbcrg, 197Sh 

Renner and others, 1975 

Lange, 1977 



The high temperatures iiH1icatccl by geothc:n:Jomct1y mal~os the 

Lightning Dock KR'i\ attractive for conunorcial exploration. At least 

two dozen shallow (100 m) thermal gradient hoJ es h:1ve been dri llcd 

within the KQ0\ by several different exploration companies. !J.,JAX 

Corp. reported heat-flow values in excess of 20 hfu. "1be (heat-flow) 

anomaly extends southward from the area of the hot wells for about . 

10 km." (Lange, 19 77) Of all the geothennal areas in southern New 

}-bxico, the Lightning Dock KGRA is considered the most promising for 

energy development and has stirred the most interest in inclustry. 

1he P.nirr.as Valley is in the Basin and Range province of l\'ew 

Mexico. It is an elongated north-south graben fl8nked by a pair of 

mountain ranges, the Peloncillo Mountains on the west and the Pyramid 

Horntains on the east. In the vicinity of the hot 1wlls, the valley 

is approximately 15 km v:ide and is conspicuously flat. The hot wells 

are much closer to the Pyramid Mountains than the Peloncillo Horntains. 

Gillerman (1956) described the Anirras Valley as 

a broad, flat, northward sloping interior basin ... 
Flood waters discharged by the gullies heading 
in the motmtains bordering the valley spread thin 
sheets across the valley floor 2Jld cvcmtually 
find their way via broad, ill-defined, shallow 
draws to the playas that occupy the lowest parts 
of the valley. 

'IWo playas are just north and south, respectively, of Interstate 

Highway 10. They are remnants of Pleistocene Lake Animas. During 

the late Pleistocene to early Holocene, the valley was partly covered 

by the lake. Fleishhower (personal communication, 1976) is present.ly 

studyil1g the assorted sills, bead1es, and wave-cut terraces associated 

with the lake. He reported that there are no signs of Lake Animas 
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as far south as the hot wells. 111e water table in the valley mimics 

tl1e topographic surface. J\11 grmmd water flows to the no1·th. In the 

vicinity of the hot Hells, there is a small ancow1t of recharge from 

the Pyranrid Mountains on the east (Reecler, 1957). 

The Pe loncillo Hotn tains consist of Precmrbrian granite, 

Paleozoic and early Cretaceous sedimentary rocks, Tertiary intrusive 

rocks, and late Cretaceous (?) and Tertiary volcanic rock. TI1e late 

Tertiary fault, or system of faults, which bounds the Peloncillo 

. !>lountains horst block can be observed southwest of the stucly area. 

In the area of figure 2 7, it is covered with debris from the range. 

It is probable that the Paleozoic section exposed in the Peloncillo 

Mountains is present belovr the Quateraary sediments what fill the 

.Anilnas graben. Pennsylvanian rocks are exposed in low isolatecl hills 

within the valley, south of the hot wells. 

Two field seasons of geologic mapping in the Pyranlid Hovntains 

by E. G. I:eal (Eastern Kentucky Universit-y) and W. E. Elston (Univer

sity of New M:oxico) were completed in 1976. TI1ey found the range to 

be a mid Tertiary caldera complex, informally called the Pyramid 

Mountains Volcanic Complex. TI1e caldera is asymetrically domed, and 

is marked by two concentric rillg-fracture· zones along which rhyolite 

and latite domes rose to the Slrface. A thick fill of ash-flow tuff 

is surrounded by these domes. A sketch map sh01ving the location of 

the inferred ring-fracture is presented in figure 28. Much of the 

eastern half of the caldera is observed in the Pyramid ~lountains. 

The Basin and Ran.ge faulting tl1at fanned the flnimas graben must have 

transected the caldera and dropped its western half into the graben. 
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Rncliometric dates have not been detemtined for the volcanic 

rocks of the Pyromid Meunt<Jins Volc~mic Complex. I!ov:cver, P. E. Damon 

and associates (University of Arizona) have bracketed t],e age of the 

caldera bet-ween the Lordsburg stock (55.2 :_ 1.2 m.y.) <mel the Oak. 

Creek Tuff of the Anilll3s Mountains ( 34. 3 :_ 0. 7 m. y. ) . The Oak Creek 

Tuff has tentatively been identified among the tmits that overlie the 

Pyramid Mountains Volcanic Complex in the southern end of the Pyramid 

Mountains (\'1. E. Elston, personal communication, 1977). This evidence 

would date the caldera as Eocene to early Oligocene. Even though a 

caldera this old does not eAT>lain the source of the heat for the water 

at the hot wells, its ring-fracture system may provide a channel 

for deep circulation of ground water. The coincidence of the vanished 

western half of an extinct volcano with the geot110rmal anomaly near 

the mountains cannot be overlooked. 

In t11e valley itself, a recent fault parallels t11e Pyramid 

Nountain front for several kilometers (fig. 27). Its trace vanishes 

less than 1 km northeast of the hot wells. It probably represents 

only the most recent episode of continued Basin and Range faulting. 

Nevertheless, its proximity to t11e hot wells may indicate that 

Holocene faulting may in part control the occurrence of the hot 

water, as suggested by Reeder (1957): 

and 

The proximity of a recent fault to the hot wells 
and the associated fault zone to the area of 
abnormally high ground water temperatures are 
indicators of structural control of the hot 
water area. 

The occurrence of hot water may reflect t11e 
up!Vard movement of heilt and mineralized hot 
water along the fault from a deep magmatic 
source. 
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Basin <md Runge faults along the eastern Hank of the .1\nimas 

Valley are sites of hydrothcnml mungoncsc and f1 uori te veins dated 

at Miocene or younger. 'TIJ.C veins extend i11tenti"Ltently from ~;outh 

of the illten1ational bonler to C<1prock Mountnin, 70 km north of the 

Lightning Dock KGRA. 1he veins fonnocl near the present surface and 

soll'.e of them have been observed t.o grade into blc.ck calcite <mel 

travertine (Elston, 1965). These veins may be indicators of recent, 

extensive neogene hydrothennal activity throughout the .1\nimas Valley. 

The water temperature anomaly at McCa11t' s nmch n·.ay be a reD"~J3nt of 

a much larger a11d largely extinct geothermal system. 

The sinvle Bouguer gravity a11omaly map of the Lightning Dock 

KGRA is shown in figure 29. These data cover the valley floor and 

show the structure of the basement bel01'1 the valley fill. The survey 

was conducted by students hon New ~lexico State University (Preslar, 

1976). The steep gravity gradients on the eastern a11d western rnargins 

of the valley north of the hot wells undoubtedly reflect the high 

angle normal f<mlts that fom the .1\nimas graben. On the western side 

of the valley a fault or system of faults trends north-south, creating 

a gravity signature typical of the Basin and Rallge province. On the 

easten1 margin of the figure an unusual pattern emerges. The gravity 

contour lines bend from a north-south trend to a northeast-southwest 

trend. 

1he gn•vity contour lines are deflected at approximately the 

location of the western portion of the inferred i'ing-fracture domes 

of the Pyra1nid Momtains Volcanic Complex. 1his deflection tends to 

confirm the interpretation that the western portion of the caldera 
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has been transected by Bas in and J(ange f;ml ting. 'I11e gravity data 

may also reveal that Basin and Range faults not only transect the 

caldera but also arc in part clcflectcd by it. TilC hot wells may 

have been drilled a.bove a zone of deflected Basin and Range faults. 

1he Lightning Dock geotl1enJk'll anomaly Itay be structurolly controlled 

by the intersection of a mid Tertiary caldera .und deflected, yotmger 

(Holocene?) Basin and Range faults. 

'I11e tllickness of the valley fill can be estimated from the 

~eycl~.~are~~k~of~iey=~~~ 

the extremes of tlle graviey data, estimates of the thickness of tl1e 

valley fill range from 1,600 to 3,200 m. The average estimate is 

2,400 m. At tlle hot wells the gravi ey displays a local anomaly. 

Removing a nortlleast-soutlll\'est regional produced a circular residual 

anomaly Hi tl1 a maximum amplitude of 5 mGals and a half-width of 

nearly 3 km. A deep-seated dense body could cc:use the anomaly at 

tlle hot wells. A vertical cylinder extending from the surface to 

2, 400 m, wi tll a radius of 2, 000 m, and 1vi tll a density contrast of 

.lg/cc could also produce tl1e 5 mGal anomaly (Nettleton, 1942). 

Silica deposition by convecting tllennal fluids may be responsible 

for tlle gravity anomaly at tlle hot wells. It is possibJe tllat tl1e 

large positive anomaly soutlleast of Cotton City is tlw sigh of a 

ring-fracture dome buried by tl1e valley fill. 
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Resistivit)' Surveys 

Mow than 200 total field apparent resistivity measurements 

covering more thun 125 sq km were compJetcd in 1975 ancl arc shown in 

figures 30 anti 31. Highest observed resistivities exceec.l 40 ohm-m, the 

lowest are less than 10 olun-m. In both fi1,rures the observed pattenlS 

are complex, but both reveal a salient high re!iistivity anomaly. An 

arcuate high resistivity ridge extends from east of Cotton City 

through the hot wens to the northeastern comer of the figures. 

The location c.:: this high resistivity ridge is independent of l>ipole 

orientation. 'fl1erefore, the ridge points to a real structure in the 

subsurface at this location. It may indicate a simple but abrupt 

d1<mge in the depth to basement caused by Basin and Range faulting. 

However, a comparison with the probable location of the ring-fracture 

zone of the PyraJnid Eountains Volcanic Complex (fig. 28), and the 

deflected gravi t)' gradient (fig. 29) suggests that the ridge may be 

produced by resistive volcanic domes within the ring-fracture zone 

of the mid Tertiary caldera. 

The high resistivity ridge may no<- be obvious to a reader 

tmfamiliar with total field apparent resistivity maps. It needs to be 

distinguished from the ot11er complex pattenlS of figures 30 and 31. 

For instance, the higher resistivities within 1 km of either bipole 

reflect the apparent resistivity of only tlle first tens of meters of 

dry, calid1-rich desert soil. 

Figure 30 was generated from the nearly 2 km long, north-sout11 

bipole approximo.tely 2 km west of t11e hot. wells. In the northeast 
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corner of figure 30, tho SO, 40, :;o, <md part of the 20 olun-m contours 
. 

align themselves parallel to tl1e bipolc. "Jhese high resistivities are 

nndoubtedly due to the proximity of the l'esistive basen:cnt rocks of 

the Pyramid Nountains .. 1he 40 ohm-m contour line is about 5.5 km 

away from the bipole; on the otJ1er side of the bipole, in the south

west comer of figure 30, tho 40 olun-m contour.is also roughly 5.5 km 

away. There, the SO, 40, 30, and 20 ohm-m contours ar-e also subparallel 

to the bipole. TI1is region of highest resistivities probably indicates 

the proximity of more highly resistive baserr.ent as well. 

A northeast trending 30 ohm-m spur distorts the high resistivity 

contour lines on the west side of figure 30. However, on the west 

side of figure 31, t11ere is only an island of much lower appaTent 

res is ti vi ty ( < 15 ohm-m) . At t11ese spacings, the patterns of figuTe 

31 are less sensitive to str-uctures in the basement than aTe those 

of figure 30. Evidently, the cause of the spur does not persist to 

the shallow deptl1 of penetration of figure 31. The spur may thcrefoTe 

be a minor, local deformation in the baseme:nt that docs not persist 

to the near-surface. It may be associated with the intrusions in tl1e 

nearby Peloncillo Motmtains. 

Valoos only slightly greater tl1an 20 ohm-m were recorded near the 

center of the valley broadside to and nortJ1 of the east-west bipole 

(fig. 31). The gravity data (fig. 29) suggest that this area is among 

the deepest parts of the graben. The absence of higJ1 resistivities 

fuat characterize electrical basement is evidence that the graben 1s 

filled wi tl1 conductive sediments. These sediments may also be 
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responsible for tlJC large regions of loH opparent rcsistivi.ty (< 10 

ohm-n0 t11at parallel Ilighway 338 in tl1e center of the valley south of 

Valley View Omrch. 

A combined asynm:etric Scl1lurnberger rutd equatorial sou1ding illong 

t11e east-west bipole and to tlle nortll delineates t11c electrical 

properties of the sedinents north of the hot wells. Figure 32 plots 

the observed data and t11e interpreted geoelectric layering, with 

values in ohm-m, Md cleptll to layer interfaces in meters. Reeder · 

(1957) showed tlle dept11 to ground water in tlle study area to be on tllEJ 

order of 10 to 20 m. Even allowing for a considerable decline of the 

water table :m the last 20 years. it is probable that tlle three 

shallowest layers in the bar graph all represent saturated sediments. 

If this is so, tlle 19, 10, Mel 4 ollm-m layers may indicate a s toady 

increase in tlle salinity of tlle ground water to a depth of 466 m, or 

may indicate greater concentrations of clay with depth. The 27 ohm-m 

fourtll layer may reveal a relatively impermeable, thick, sequence of 

sediments above tlle electrical basement. It may also suggest the 

presence of t11e Paleozoic section of the Peloncillo Motmtains below 

tlle valley fill. The estimated depth to basGment is 2,288 m. The 

upper t11ree layers are interpreted to show t11at hGavier, progressiv8ly 

more saline gromd waters are collecting above a relatively impermeable 

interface. T11e grmmd water in t11e Animas Valley appears to become 

more saline wi t11 dept11. 

T11e 466 m tllick sequence of conductive sediments inferred from 

figure 32 is surely responsible for tlle large areas of low apparent 
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res is tivi ty seen in the tot::1l field maps ncar Valley V.ie1v Omrclt ;mel 

to the north. Evel)'1·1here north of the bipoles, the observed values in 

both figures 30 and 31 are less than 30 ohm-m. To the south, apparent 

resistivities are as great ::1s SO ohm-m. From this it c2n only be 

cm1cluded that the sequence of sediments detected by the resistivity 

sounding is substantially thilmcr soutJ1 of tJ1c bipoles. This conclu-· 

sion is consistent 1vitJ1 the gravity data (fig. 29). 

Botll total field maps show an isolated, closed 10\v resistivity 

patte1n associated wi tJ1 tlte hot wells. This is to be e:A11ected where 

there is a near surface crnductive body of hot, slightly saline water 

(table 5). "The areas of 10\•T resistivity arc small ill botJt figures, 

suggesting tltat the near-surface accumulation of the hot water is 

small. In figure 30, a small ellipse of low resistivity lies to tJ1e 

northwest of the hot wells. In figure 31, a larget- area can be seen 

directly at the hot well. This difference is probably a fm1ction of 

bipole orientation but it does establish that hot water is present 

to the west of tJte hot well. 

A shallow (1 to 2 m) ground temperature c.nd temperature gradient 

survey in tJte area surroundrng the hot wells (fig. 33) reveals tJtat 

hot water may be present to the nortll as well. Kintzinger (1956) 

reported a tJtermal gradient of 10°C/m and found an isolated eye of 

highest temperatures near the southemnost of the hot wells. Further 

to the south tJte measured temperatures dropped 10°C in less tJ1an 200 m. 

To the north tJ1e ground temperature remarnecl consistently higher, 

dropprng 10°C at 2,000 m. The overall pattern of Krntzinger's mappmg 

is a fanlike shape spreading from tlle hot wells to tlle north. 
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]his shape Gill be expJ.ained by data from the grmmcl \Yater stncly 

of P-eeder (1957). Ground Hater in the i\nimas Valley flm6 from south 

to north, with local recharge from the flanking mountains. "lhe111ml 

water meeting lac~ temperature g-ound water at an isolated locaticn ncar 

the hot wells would apread in the pattem of figure 33. Kintzinger' s 

study suggests that the low resistivities (< 15 ohm-m) observed as far 

as 4 Jan to the north of t11e hot wells in figures 30 and 31 may be 

associated with hot water. "Jhe conductive water appears to be present 

:to the west and nort11 of t110 hot wells and may ma~'k the electrical 

signature of deeper, more resistive structures. 

East of Cotton City and south of the bipoles, both total field 

maps sho\<1 a large area of resistivities greater than 20 ohm-m. In 

figure 30 this high res is ti vi ty region extends tl1rough the hot wells 

and curves to the northHest. North of Road Well it links with the 

high resistivities associated 1vitl1 the basement rock of the Pyramid 

:t.!ountains. In figure 31, the high resistivities continue to t110 east 

of t11e hot wells. 1hey terminate 1 Jan short of a peninsula of high 

resistivity that points at t11e hot wells from the northeast. 

1his irregular continuity of high resistivities which e:A'tend 

from east of Cotton City through the hot wells to t110 northeast comer 

of the maps has been called a high resistivity ridge (Jiracek and 

Smit11, 1976; Lange, 1977). The small anomalies of lw resistivity 

associated wit11 t11e hot water may be superimposed upon the higher 

resistivities of t11e ridge. TI1e agreement between the location of the 

ridge in figures 30 and 31 suggests that it is the electrical signature 

of a large structure below the hot wells. 
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The total field cbta do not cleto11n:ine the nature of the structure 

tl1at causes the high resisti vi t·y riclge. However, the trend of the 

ridge continues the curve of the rhyolite and latite domes of the 

Pyramid Mountains Volcanic Complex (fig. 28) . TI1is is inte11Jrcted 

to be evidence for tl1e presence of the caldera below the hot wells . 

'Ihis interpretation coupled to tlle abrupt te11nination of tl1e Holocene 

fault shov.n by Reeder (1957), suggests that a conduit for the hot 

water is caused by tlle intersection of tlle mid Tertiary caldera by 

tlle recent fault. 

Figure 34 is a dipole-dipole psudosection generated witl1 botl1 

500 and 1,000 m dipoles. A pseudosection is an electrical cross 

section with an indefinite vertical scale. The greatest separation 

of tl1e dipoles was 15 ( 500 m) dipole lengths . The shorthand for this 

separation is N~ls; N represents one dipole lengtll. TI1e pseudosection 

extends fror.1 Road Well on the east, tllrough the hot \iells, and along 

tlle east-west bipole of figure 30 to Valley View Church on the west. 

1he east-west bipole spans stations 12 and 16. Recognizable simi

larities between the total field map (fig. 30) and the pseudosection 

(fig. 34) give a tllree dimensional view of geologic structure near 

tlle hot wells. The lowest values of apparent resistivity (< 4 ohm-m) 

appear at tlle greatest separation; the highest (> 24 ohm-m) in the 

center of the figure below the hot wells. 

Apparent resistivities of less than 12 oh:m-m are found on botl1 

sides of tl1e pseudosection. TI1cse areas were also detected as regions 

of low resistivity in t110 total field surveys. TI1e western lmv 
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l'esistivity region undoubtedly refJects the thick section of s<Jline 

watel' saturated sediments neaT Valley View C!ml'ch. "ll1e area on the 

east ncar Road Well may also be a l'elatively thick sequence of 

conductive matel'ial. 

For dipole sepal'ations of 10 dipole lengths and gTeater, N=lO, 

the ttansmitteT dipoles were located neaT ValJ:cy View Church and the. 

receiver dipoles near Road Well; both wel'e in conductive l'egions. 

J\nalyses of the dil'ections of the total field data from the eastc11est 

bipole Tevcal that the electric field diTection near Road Well was 

as much as 76° oblique to the orientations of the receivers. Because 

of this, only a fl'action of the electric field was measured for the 

·distant dipole-dipole soundings. Accordingly, the computed apparent 

resistivities are low. The low values at tho bottom of tho pseudo

section are, therefore, not indicative of a conductive body at depth. 

They are the product of the location of the dipoles in the conductive 

areas and tl1e throe dimensional distortion of tho electric field. 

1he pseudosection does not contain data relevant to deep structure 

bel01v approximately N=lO. 

A large high resistivity bull's-eye bel01v the hot wells dominates 

the pseudosection and represents a cross section of the high resistivity 

ridge. 1here can be no doubt that tl1e same geologic structure is 

responsible for the bull' s-eye in the pseudosection and tl1e ridge in 

the two total field maps. The shape of tl1e structure can be partially 

detennined by tl10 pattem in tlw pseudosection. Even though it is 

oblitel'ated by tl1e 'false anomaly' at the bottom of the pseudosection, 

this stl'uctUTe appeal's to become bl'oader with depth. It does not 
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extend to the sm·face. TI1e 24 and 20 ohm-m contours seem to point to 

stations 6 and 7. TI1cir pattent sur;gests th~.t the structure narrows 

nearer the .surface <md is nearest tllC surface just east of the hot 

wells. These patteTilS correlate well with the total field maps. 

West of the bull's-eye, a distinct, narrow finger of low apparent 

resistivity (< 12 ohm-m) points at the hot wells. TI1is conductive 

zone is constricted by the bull's-eye on the east and a smaller area 

of higher resistivity on the west. It becomes more conductive with 

depth and may be a conduit for hot water. The inferred conduit is 

just to the west of the hot wells. This interpretation correlates 

well with the total field data. 

Preliminary results from a computer routine developed by C. ~l. 

Swift, Jr. that models dipole-dipole pseudosections are sh01m m 

figmes 35 and 36. The program takes a two dimensional Ii:odel of 

earth resistivities and generates the corresponding theoretical 

pseudosection. Figure 35 is the computed pseudosection generated 

from the model of figure 36. TI1e pattern of figure 35 has the same 

general sense as the observed data in figure 34. However, the fit of 

the two soundings could be substantially improved. The earth resis

tivity model (fig. 36) <hamatically sh01vs the high resistivity ridge, 

the· flanldng sediments, and a 4 ohm-m zone pointing at the hot wells 

that may be a conduit for hot water. Detailed modeling is beyond the 

scope of this thesis; more work needs to be done to produce a matJ1ematical 

model tJ1at duplicates the observed.data. 
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Work :in Progress 

Datu collection during the second field season at Lighu1ing Dock 

KGHA was hampered by floods. Total fie lei surveys south of the areas 

of figures 30 and 31 were not attempted. Such surveys could define 

whether or not the high resistivity ridge curves southeast to join 

full-circle with the inferred location of the l'ing-fracture of the 

Pyrrnnid Mountains Volcanic Complex. The data that were obtained are 

presented in figure 37. This figure shows the correlation of all 

the available geophysical info11llation along the east half of the 

dipole-dipole pseudosection. 'Ihe telluric profiling technique indi-

. cates the presence of a resistive stn1cture below the hot wells. 

Gravity shows a positive anomaly in the same area. A self-potential 

survey reveals a negative anomaly over the hot wells - the mcoaning 

of this rcosul t is obscure. Preliminary rcosults of a limited magneto

telluric survey (not shrnm) indicates that the high resistivities 

bcolow the hot wells are underlain at a depth of about 5 - 10 km by a 

conductive layer. All the data shrn'i that there is some kind of highly 

resistive or dense structure below the hot wells. 
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Conclusjon 

111e electrical surveys at the Lj ghtniJJg Dock KCJ~ detected ~. 

high resistivity ridge both in plan-view <mel cross section. No 

positive identification of tile ridge is possible, but aJl available 

geologic evidence suggests tllat tile ridge may be associated with 

volcanic domes of the Pyramid Mm.mtains Volcan:ic Complex. A low 

resistivity zone is associated witll tile lligh resistivity Tidge and 

may be a conduit for hot water. TI1e inferred conduit may be controlled 

by the intersection of recent Basin and Range faults and tl1e ring

fracture zone of the mid Tertiary caldera. 
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It appears that the Radiwn Springs and Lightning Dock geotlJCnnal 

resources areas are products of superimposed episodes of tectonism. 

Both occur wheTe Miocene and yotmgeT Basin and Range faults intoTsect 

Oligocene and olcleT stTuctuTes. At Radium Springs KGRA, a LaTamide 

anticline may bo a reseTvoiT foT the hot water. At Lightning Dock 

KGAA, a caldeTa complex Irk!)' provide a conduit for deeply circulating 

ground wateT. At both aTeas, Basin and Range faults are ne8_r tl1e 

hot springs OT wells. 

The electrical Tesisti-v-ity experiments defined thennal aquifers 

at all three aTeas and associated structures at ll.adium Springs and 

Lightning Dock KGRAs. Continued wOT!c is needed at Las Alturas Estates 

to detennine the extent of the aquifeT and the structuTe(s) than 

control(s) it. 

These experiments did not attempt to fathom the source of the 

heat for the hot water. ~bgnetotelluric surveys are moTe appropriate 

foT the Tequired depth of sensing. Delineating the heat somce, if 

possible, may be the logical next step towaTds a more complete evalua

tion of these geotl1ennal TesouTce areas . 
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